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MACHINING

LASER CUTTING

BENDING

Laser cutting at optical fiber up to 20 mm of iron and 10 mm stainless steel

Bending lengths up to 3000 mm and thicknesses up to 10 mm

As well as cutting operations through the most suitable technology
to the single product, BO-PI GROUP srl is able to manage the
other processing (different from laser cutting) necessary to obtain
the finished product: re-profiles, slab milling, bending, drilling etc.

The company deals with the bending of different type of metals,
using CNC forming presses. The accuracy of the programming
and the efficiency of the machine allow to obtain excellent
results in any kind of working.

Laser cutting is a technology that allows to obtain edges
without smudging, a reduced thermal alteration of the material
and working tolerances of the order of +/- 0,1mm.

Different type of metals are easily pressed and bent in order
of customer needs; and it is this versatility to make the bending
one of the most used process by the BO-PI GROUP.

ABOUT US
The company BO-PI was founded in early 80’s, it was born as
a small family owned company.
Over the years with the workforce of the owners, the
company obtained a great expansion of equipments, staff
and technological “know-how”.
QUALITY MANAGEMENT SYSTEM CERTIFICATE
The main goal is the quality, pursued with a constant updating
of equipments and processing techniques.
The new establishment,situated in Località Vauda at San
Benigno Canavese, is equiped of three bridge cranes, a
sheet metal stamping department, a welding department, a
machining department, laser cutting, bending and testing.

WELDING

MACHINING

Manual or automatic wired equipments tig, mig, mag and electrode

Presses up to 250 tons and hydraulic presses for deep draw manufacturing

Laboratory with many years of experience in the field of
welding and of precision mechanics, It performs the certified
and seal welding. It performs working to other companies,
public entities and privates.

Mainly BO-PI performs processing for third parties with machine
tools for the leading engineering industries.
In particular machining in general as removal chip, stamping,
metal processing, plastic processing, are carried out through

Our staff is composed by certified welders and by manual or
automatic wired equipments tig, mig, mag and electrode. The
certified welding can be performed for different products and
on different supports with the different available methodologies.

very recent technologies present in the company.

